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Abstract

In das paper 1 ccmstder the rehabday condaton in Atm PlanungaS's proper
functionabst account of eptstemtc warrant I begm by reviewing m some
detail the features of the rehabdity condition as Planunga lias aruculated
a From there, 1 consider what is needed to ground or secure the sort of
rehability whzch Plantinga has m mind, and argue that what is needed is
a significant causai condam which has generally been overlooked Then,
after identifying eight verstons of the relevant sort of reltabdity, I exam
me each alternative as to whether as requirement, along with PlanungaSs
other proposed conditions, would give us a sausfactory account of epis
tenuc warrant I conclude that there is bale to no hope of formulatmg
a rehabilay condaion that would yield a sattsfactory analysts of the sort
Plantinga destres

Introduction

In two compamon volumes, Warrant The Current Debate and War-
rant and Proper Functicrn, 1 Alvm Plantmga has offered an extensive,
fascinatmg, and provocanve treatment of the notion of epistermc
warrant Planta-1ga takes eptstemic warrant to be that "quality or
quannty enough of wluch, together with truth and behef, is suffictent
for knowledge" (WPF, p v) Thus, on lus vim knowledge amounts
to behef that is both true and sufficiently warranted After crincally
reviewing a wide vanety of accounts of eptstemic warrant in WCD,
Plantinga proposes and defends hts own in WPF Accordmg to lus
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proposal, which has been dubbed proper functionaltsm, 2 a behef is war-
ranted if and only iftt is produced or sustamed by the proper funcnon
in a congenial cogrutive environment of a cogrative faculty or mod-
ule which is both auned at truth and rehable with respect to that aim
when functioning properly m a suitable environment Furthermore,
given that these conditions are sansfied, the degree ot warrant that a
behef enjoys is a function of the degree of firmness of that behef

In order to explicate the main condinons in lus account of epis-
temic warrant, Plantmga mtroduces the notion of a destgn plan He
explams the notion as follows "The design plan of an organista or ar-
nfact speafies how it works when ir works properly that is (for a large
set of condinons), a speafies how the organism should work" (WPF,
p 22) In addltion to speafying vanous arcumstances and responses,
the design plan of a thmg ais° speafies its end or purpose Roughly,
then, we can say that a behef has warrant, accordmg to Plantinga,
if and only ifit is formed m accordance with the design plan for the
faculties which produce or sustam it, provided that design plan is a
good one from an epistemic pomt of view

In this paper, my airn is to consider what it would take to be a
cognitive faculty with a good eptstemic design plan That is, I atm to
explore the rehabilay condition in the proper functionalist account
of epistemic warrant Plantinga's treatment of this condmon leaves
it relanvely imprease What exacdy is required for the sort of

called for in Plantinga's account ? Can the rehability constramt
be filled out m such a way as to be sansfactory for a pioper function
ahst account of epistemic warrant 7 1 shall begin by reviewing m some
detail rhe features of the rehability condition as Plantmga has artic-
ulated it From there, I shall consider what is needed to ground or
secure the sort of rehability which Plantmga has in mind, and argue
for the need for a significam causal condition which has generally
been overlooked Then, after enumerating eight versions of the rele-
vant sort of rehability, I shall examine each alternanve as to whether
a might be employed sansfactonly in the service of a proper function-
alist account of eptstemic warrant In the end, my contennon will be
that there is no form of rehability such that its requirement, along
with Plantinga's other proposed conditions, will give us a sansfactory
proper functionalist account of epistemic warrant
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I

To begm, let us take a doser look at the two closely related con
straints on the aim and rehability of cogmtwe faculnes or mecha-
msms which are, we might say, warrant-capab—i e capable of pro-
ducing or sustaming warranted behefs Accordmg to Plantinga, war-
rant does not supervene upon just any behef that results from the
proper function of the cogmtive faculty or module that produces it
In an appropnate cognitive environment Our cogninve apparatus is
complex, consisting In a vanety of parts or segments with multifan
ous purposes or auns Whether a behef has warrant is dependent m
part upon the aim of the cogninve faculues or module by which it is
formed or sustamed, and accordmg to Plannnga, for warrant the aim
of the relevant facultes must be the production or retennon of true
behefs

Furthermore, the relevant facultes or modules must be "success-
fully aimed at truth" (WPF, p 49, emphasis Plantinga's) That is, the
design plan with respect to those facultes must be a good one The
goodness of a design plan with respect to a particular faculty or mod-
ule or segment is, accordmg to Plantinga, determmed by the rehabil-
ity of that faculty or module or segment with respect to its aim Let
us refer to an atm of true behef production as an aletluc atm,3 and to
rehability m the production of true behefs as alethic rebability Thus,
accordmg to Plantmga, warrant capability requires both alethic aim
and alethic rehability 4 He cashes out this alethic rehability in terms
of objective probability

Unhe module of the design plan govemmg its production must be
such that it is ob3ectively highly probable that a belief produced by
cogrutive faculties functioning properly accordmg to that module (in
a congenial environment) will be true or vensmulitudinous (WPF ,

p 17)

Note that the rehability called for is not rehability under just any
possible circumstances whatsoever Rather, the rehability in ques
non is a matter of the probability of true behef production provided
thmgs go accordmg to design plan speaficanons Let us call alethic
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reliability so qualified alettuc D-relzabday Plantmga takes alethic D
rehability of cogninve faculnes to be not only necessary for the rele
vant (part of the) design plan to be so far forth a good one, but also
suffiaent for it to be so Thus, alethic D rehability (along with alethic
aim) seems to be necessary and suffiaent for wai rant capability5
(Henceforth, unless otherwise noted, ali references to rehability will
be to alethic D-reliability )

There is another interesting and important feature of the sort of
rehability Plantmga has in nund Rehability, as Plantmga sees it, is a
transworld affair—a matter not only of how things are in the actual
world, but of how things are across a relevant class of possible worlds
Reliability is, as was noted earher, a matter of objective probabffity,
and objective probability has a transworld Imension In elaborat
mg on the relevant notion of rehabilfty, Planai-1ga descnbes rehable
facultes as follows

[T]hey not only do produce true behefs, but would produce true be
hefs even tf tlungs were moderately different (They produce tine
behefs in most of the appropnately nearby possible worlds, that is,
most of the appropnately nearby possible worlds W meet the follow-
mg condmon necessanly, ff W had been actual, then our cogmnve
faculnes would have produced mostly true behefs ) (WPF , p 18)

Beyond this, Plantmga leaves the reles, ant noton of rehability
fairly vague The project of the remamder of this paper is to try to
speafy precisely what it is that is required for an alethically-aimed
cognitive mechamsm to be alethically D-rehable, hence warrant-ca-
pable, in the sense envisioned by Plantinga

Before plungmg in, however, ft is necessary to draw a distinction
between two kmds of behef Some behefs are such as to be dependent
for warrant on some other behers (or beliefs) having warrant Call
such behefs eptstemzcally dependent beizefs and the facultes that pro-
duce or sustam them epzstemzcally dependem faculues Ep/stemically
dependent behefs are parasinc upon some other warranted behefs in
the sense that (a) they presuppose some pnor behefs and (b) enjoy
warrant only if those prior behefs do Memory beliefs (cf WPF, p 61),
behefs based upon testimony (cf WPF, pp 83ff), and of course, in-
ferential behefs6 are examples of epistemically dependent beliefs On
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the other hand, beliefs that are not dependent In this way for their
epistemic status—e g, behefs based on perception and behefs based
on mtrospection—and the faculnes which produce them, are epis
terracally independent Such behefs, if warranted, have, we might say,

original warrant Warranted epistemically dependent behefs, on the
other hand, have dertved warrant

The reason for mtroducmg the distinction between epistemic de-
pendence and mdependence with respect to behefs and the faculnes
that produce them is that the rehability constramt for warrant will
differ significantly in the two sorts of cases The proper functionalist
cannot simply say that to be warrant-capable a mechamsm that pro
duces epistemically dependent behefs rnust be rehable in the same
way that an epistemically mdependent mechanism must be Since
episternically dependent behefs are at the mercy of the beliefs upon
which they are epistemically dependent not only for warrant but also
for their likehhood of bemg true, alethic rehability (m the way we
have been thinking of a, at least) is not really what is needed for the
warrant capability of the faculnes wluch produce or mamtam them
Thus, we must analyze the goodness of design plans relative to these
Ifferent kinds of faculties somewhat differently 7

Obviously, there is a pnonty of epistemic mdependence in that
there would be no behefs havmg denved warrant if there were no
ongmally warranted behefs Therefore, In order to keep this paper
to a manageable length, I propose to restnct our investigation to
a consideration of what exactly is required for alethic D-rehability
of eptstemically mdependent cogninve faculties—i e those faculties
aimed at producing epistemically mdependent behefs, behefs having
original warrant Henceforth, I shall have in mind epistemically in-
dependent faculties In our consideration of the rehability constramt
on warrant capability

11

What exactly is required for an alethically-aimed cognitive mecha
msm to be D-rehable ? Say that a particular hypothetical cogrunve
faculty or module, CM, has the function of producing epistemically
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mdependent behefs of a particular sort (e g, perceptual behefs of
some sort, or behefs about one's current emotions, or basic rnathe
mancai behefs, or behefs about future earthquakes m the geographi-
cal vicimty of one's residence, or behefs about the gender of one's yet
unbom child,8 or what have you) 9 What would it take for CM to be
a rehable mechanism and thus meet the proper functionalist's relia
bility consumiu? Obviously, it would at least have to be highly prob-
able that CM produce true beliefs under design plan conditions—i e
provided CM functions properly m a congenial environment What
would ground such a probabihty? How could such rehability be se-
cured?

It seems uutially plausible that for such a probabdity to be
grounded, CM must work in such a way (at least usually, and when
working properly m the right sort of environment) that it is under
the effective control of the facts (e g, occurrences of events or ob-
tainings of states of affairs) which make its behef outputs true—i e
of the truth-makers, or what I call Tfacts, for the true beltefs whtch
CM produces or sustams 10 It seems highly unlikely, if not impossi
ble, that CM be rehable without its operation normally bemg causally
ned to, or involving causally in some significant way, the T-facts for
the true beliefs that it produces 11 Let us refer to causation of true
belief production in which the T-fact plays a sigmficant causal role
as T-causauon The suggesnon then is that a high objective proba-
bility of T-causation (given the obtammg of design plan condinons)
is necessary for rehabil.ty True behef that is not the result of signifi
cant T-causation is, let us say, T-accidental So for CM to be rehable,
it must be hkely, given sansfaction of design specificanons, that it
produce true behefs, and it must be likely that those true behefs are
not T accidentally produced, but rather the results of significant T-
causation For this to be the case, it would seem that T-causation
must be mcluded somehow In the design plan for CM CM must be
"designed" in such a way as to involve T-facts causally in the produc-
tion of beliefs when it is functioning properly in a suitable environ-
ment

Takmg our cue from Plantinga, we can employ the semantical ap
paratus of possible worlds—and more particularly, appropnately near-
by possible worlds—to distinguish a vanety of possible formulations of
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the rehability condition in the proper functionahst account of epis
temic warrant On Plantinga's view, if CM is rehable, then most of
CM's appropnately nearby possible worlds (henceforth ANPWs, for
short) are such that CM produces mostly true behefs provided things
go accordmg to design specifications

How are CM's ANPWs to be delmeated ? What constitutes an
ANPW for CM relatwe to the issue of alethic D-rehability ? Assum
ing that the idea of an ANPW makes sense, perhaps the first quesnon
to settle is this what are we to take CM's ANPWs to be approprzately
nearby ? I take it that In any gwen case the base (reference, root)
world for CM's ANPWs will be whatever world it is m. which CM's
rehability is a matter of interest If CM is an actual cognitive mecha
nism, and we are mterested in its actual rehability—i e its rehability
m the actual world, then the ANPWs for CM will be keyed to the
actual world If our interest is In a mechamsm that is possible but
not actual, or if our interest is in the rehability of an actual faculty in
some other possible world rather than this one, then the ANPWs for
the mechamsm in question will be keyed to some possible world other
than the actual one Stnctly speakmg, then, rehability is reliability in
a particular possible world

There is an addittonal comphcanon here that must be addressed
Presumably, the design plan for CM has in view some particular world
or sort of world How precisely is the base world—the one m which
CM's rehability is in question—related to the world or sort of world
for which CM is designed to produce nue behefs ? The base world for
CM might or nught not be of the sort m which CM is designed to
produce true behefs If not, it might or might not be relatwely similar
to the sort of world for wluch CM is designed Smce our concem has
to do with the goodness of a design plan for a cogninve mechamsm,
let us assume henceforth that the base world for CM is either (a)
the world for which CM is designed or (b) a world of the sort for
which CM is designed Gwen this restnction, any ANPW for CM
will be relanvely similar to the world or sort of world that is in yiew
in CM's design plan, at least with respect to whatever is relevant to
the determmation of rehability

With all this In mind, what is needed for a possible world to be
an ANPW for CM ? 1 thmk that we must assume minimally that an
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ANPW for CM is such that the proper function and cognitwe envi-
ronment condinons specified by the design plan for CM are at least
somenmes sansfied That is, for a possible world W to be an ANPW
for CM it must be a world m which CM at least somenmes func-
nons properly m a cogmtwe environment that is suffinently similar
to that m which CM is designed to work with the end of producmg
true behefs 12 Otherwise, W would be melevant to the matter of D
rehability Of course, if it is the case that the proper function condi-
non must be met at least somenmes ia W, then W must be a possible
world m wluch there are cognitive subjects possessmg CM Further-
more, for W to be an ANPW for CM, it must be a possible world m
which there are states of affairs or events of the sort about which CM
is designed to produce behefs For example, if CM is a mecharusm for
producmg behefs about significant near future seismic activity, then
for a possible world W to be an ANPW for CM, W must be a world ia
wluch quakes sometunes occur ia the region(s) m which those sub-
jects havmg CM are (at least somenmes) to be found Smce it is
D-reliability that we are concerned to explicate, the ANPWs for a
cognitive mecharusm would be determmed (In part, at least) by the
potennal for sansfaction of design plan condmons The design plan
for the cogmnve mechamsm m quesnon thus plays a determining role
ia what counts as an ANPW for that mechamsm Doubtless more is
required for a complete exphcation of the notion of an ANPW vis a-
vis D-rehability, but this much seems to me to capture the core of the
notton

We are now ia a position to consider the question of what pre-
cisely is needed for the rehability called for ia the proper functionalist
account of warrant Now, to be alethically D-rehable, CM must pro-
duce true behefs usually, tf not always, in most, if not ali, of its AN-
PWs when things go accordmg to design plan specifications Further-
more , as noted earher, a high probabdity of significant T causanon
seems to be needed to ground such rehability Therefore, for CM
to be rehable there must be a high probabdity (gwen proper func-
non and so forth) that a behef which results from CM's operanon
is a product of sigmficant T causanon That is, ia most, if not ali,
of CM's ANPWs, ti must be the case that most, if not ali, behefs
produced by CM under design plan condinons are sigmficantly T.
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caused true behefs Thus, we can distinguish eight different versions
of alethic D-rehability, dependmg upon whether the true behef pro-
duction and T causation condinons must obtam always, or merely
most of the time, in ali, or merely most, of CM's ANPWs 13

EIGHT VERSIONS OF ALETHIC D-RELIABILITY

RI CM is RI reltable tff ali of CM's ANPWs are such that (a) ali
behefs produced by CM when functionmg properly in a conge-
mal cogninve environment are true behefs and (b) ali of those
true behefs result from significant T causation

R2 CM is R2 rehable iff ali of CM's ANPWs are such that (a) ali
behefs produced by CM when functioning properly in a con-
genial cogmnve environment are true behefs and (b) at least
most of those true behefs rem& from significant T causation

R3 CM is R3 rehable iff ali of CM's ANPWs are such that (a) at
least most behefs produced by CM when functioning properly
in a congenial cognitive environment are true behefs and (b)
ali of those true behefs result from significant T-causanon

R4 CM is R4 rehable iff ali of CM's ANPWs are such that (a)
at least most behefs produced by CM when functionmg prop-
erly in a congenial cogninve environment are true behefs and
(b) at least most of those true behefs result from significant
T-causanon

R5 CM is R5 rehable iff most (but not ali) of CM's ANPWs are
such that (a) ali behefs produced by CM when functiomng
properly m a congenial cognitive environment are true be-
hefs and (b) ali of those true behefs result from sigmficant T
causanon

R6 CM is R6 rehable iff most (but not ali) of CM's ANPWs are
such that (a) ali behefs produced by CM when funcnomng
properly in a congenial cognitive environment are true behefs
and (b) at least most of those true behefs result from significant
T-causation

R7 CM is R7 rehable iff most (but not ali) of CM's ANPWs are
such that (a) ar least most behefs produced by CM when func-
tioning properly in a congenial cogmnve environment are true
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behefs and (b) ali of those true behefs result from sigmficant
T-causation

R8 CM is R8 rehable iff most (but not ali) of CM's ANPWs are
such that (a) at least most behefs produced by CM when func-
tiomng properly in a congenial cogmtive environment are true
behefs and (b) at least most of those true behefs result from
significant T causanon

The eight forms of reliability distmguished above represent ali the
relevant possibilmes in this context 111 is obviously the strongest or
most restnctive version of rehability, while R8 is the weakest, most in-
clusive, version Corresponding to each of these versions of rehability
is a version of Plantinga's rehability constramt on warrant capability
For example, correspondmg to R4 reliability is the conchtion that for
warrant capability a cogninve faculty or mecharnsm must be rehable
in the sense of R4 Thus, we have eight possible formulations of the
rehabilay conchtion for epistemic warrant to consider

111

Are any of these versions of rehability such as to give us a sansfactory
rehability constramt for a proper functionaltst account of epistemic
warrant? Let us begm by considermg R8 smce it is the weakest ver
sion For CM to be rehable m this sense means that m most, but not
ali, of its ANPWs, at least most of the behefs it produces when func-
tionmg under design plan conchnons are true, and at least most of
those true behefs are T-caused Given Plantmga's own charactenza-
non of D-rehability, this seems minally closer to what he has m mind
than any of the other vanenes

A rehability constraint m terms of R8, however, will not do In
the first place, it is doubtful that R8 rehability is possible A ques
non anses here as to what accounts for the fact that the majonty of
ANPWs for CM are possible worlds for CM such that under design
conditions, CM usually, tf not always, produces true behefs, and usu-
ally, if not always, those true behefs are due to significant T causanon
If CM were R8 rehable, then a rnmority of its ANPWs would be such
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that when CM functions properly In a congenial cognitive environ
ment, a produces mostly, or only, false behefs That is, given R8 reli-
ability, it is possible (relative to CM's ANPWs), 14 though objecnvely
improbable, 15 that CM produce mostly, or nothmg but, false behefs
when workmg the way it is designed to work in the sort of environ-
ment for which it is designed What could account for this objective
improbability ? Ex hypothesi, In the cases that count with respect to
D rehability, (a) CM functions properly, and (b) the cognitive envi-
ronment is sufficiently hke that for which CM is designed Thus, the
hkehhood In those possible worlds that CM produce false behefs is
not explicable in terms of eaher cognittve maltunction or unsuitable
cogrunve environment What else could expiam this?

Really the quesnon is this if it is possible for a world such as
this—i e a world in which the proper function of CM in a conge-
nial environment produces mostly, or nothing but, false behefs—to
be an ANPW for CM, is it possible that CM be rehable 7 Is allowance
of such ANPWs for CM compatible with CM's being rehable 7 Is it
possible that CM be aletlucally D iehable, yet usual/y or always pro-
duce false behefs when functiomng properly In a congenial cognitive
environment?

It is not clear that such is possible Frankly, I am inchned to thmk
that a is impossible, and thus that the R-possibility of producmg pre-
dommantly false behefs under design plan condmons entalis lack of
D-rehability ff it is R-possible for CM to produce mostly false behefs
under conditions which sansfy design specifications, would it not be
the case that there are just as many (if not more) ANPWs for CM
in which n produces mostly false behefs under design plan conditions
as there are ANPWs for CM in which it produces mostly true behefs
under design plan conditions ? I see no reason to thmk not In fact,
a seems intunively that this would be the case

Indeed, the problem is actually greater than what has been sug-
gested thus far, for R8 also allows ANPWs for CM in which proper
funcnon m a congenial environment relds true behefs about as fre-
quently as false ones If possible worlds for CM of this vanety can be
among CM's ANPWs along with those in which the funcnon of CM
under design plan conditions relds mostly false behefs, it is Inghly
implausible that these together should constitute only a mmonty of
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CM's total set of ANPWs It seems that tt should be at least as likely,
tf not more so, that CM not usually produce true behefs when design
plan conclitions obtam as that it usually produce true behefs under
such condmons

There is further reason to question the possibility of R8 relia-
bility Assurrung that CM is R8 rehable, there will be ANPWs for
CM In which proper function of CM In the nght sort of environ-
ment usually—or even always—produces true behefs, and does so
T-accidentally While such worlds cannot constitute the majonty
of CM's ANPWs tf it is R8 rehable, they can be ANPWs for CM
That being the case, it is relevantly possible (i e R-possible), even
if unprobable, that CM be merrant, yet produce all of its behefs In
a T-acctdental manner Although its proper function in a congenial
environment always ytelds true behefs, the function of CM in such a
possible world is in no significant way enologically lmked to the facts
which make those behefs true

That a cogrunve mechamsm that is rehable has among its AN-
PWs possible worlds of this sort—i e worlds in which the mecharusm
in quesnon produces only true behefs, but does so T-accidentally—is
counterintuitive It is ditficult to see how a cogmnve faculty that is
designed to produce true behefs of a certam sort in a manner that
mvolves significant T causanon when things go accordmg to design
specificanons could be functioning properly if its funcnon never in-
volves significant T causanon How can CM sensibly be saci to rum
non properly In a congemal envtronment tf tt is designed to involve
sigmfi cant T-causanon In behef production but never does so ? And
if ti is R-possible under design condinons that CM do what it is de-
signed to do, but never In the way ti is designed to do it, In what
sense can CM's design plan nghtly be saio' to be a good one ? Hence,
we again encounter reason to doubt that such rehability is possible

Thus, ir is unkkely that a form of D-rehabilay, such as R8, that
allows the R-possibility of either predommantly false behef produc-
non or predonunantly T-accidental true behef producnon is posa-
ble However, even tf R8 rehability is possible, there are stnkmgly
countenntuitive consequences for a proper funcnonahst account of
epistemtc warrant with a rehability constramt construed m terms of
it First, notice again that worlds in which CM produces mostly or
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nothmg but false behefs when things go according to design plan
speaficanons are not excluded from CM's total set of ANPWs This
means (as we have already seen) that R8 rehability 'caves open the
R-possibffitv that the proper function of CM In a congenial environ-
ment reld at least mostly false behefs Yet, those behefs (as well as
any true behefs which result from proper function of CM in such
worlds) would, on Plantinga's analysis, en joy warrant if the relia-
bility constramt is construed in terms of R8 rehabffity In fact, In
some of these worlds, proper function of CM occasionally relds war
ranted true beliefs—i e knowledge—and this in spne of the fact that
m those worlds CM usually produces false beliefs when funcnorung
properly 1 That such behefs should enjoy epistemic warrant is wildly
countermtuitive, or should certainly seem so from the proper func
tionalises perspective

Secondly, if R8 rehability is possible, and ifit is the sort of rehabil-
ity required for warrant capability according to the proper function-
alist analysts, then (agam, as we have already seen) CM might pro-
duce mostly or nothmg but T acadental true behefs In such cases
the behefs produced by CM would be not only true behefs, but (on
the present construal of Plantinga's account) also warranted behefs-
1 e knowledge 'This result is also countenntintive The problem is
that such behefs, albeit formed by the proper function of an R8 reli-
able cogninve mechamsm that is in fact merrant m suitable arcum
stances, just happen to be true That is, they just happen to be true
m the sense that they are in no way causally linked In their forma-
non to the relevant T facts, their T-facts have nothmg of a causal or
explanatory nature to do with then conung to be CM's merrancy
is fehatous to be sure (gtven the aim of truth), but does not seem
suffiaent to ground knowledge, CM's exemplification of R8 rehabil
ity notwithstanding If Plantinga's rehabffity constramt is construed
In terms of R8 rehability, the conditions he proposes for epistemic
warrant are not jointly suffiaent for its exemplification

We may conclude, therefore, that R8 rehabdity is not sansfactory
for the proper functionahst's purposes It seems likely to be a form
of rehabffity that is impossible However, even if it is possible for
a cogninve mechanism to possess this sort of reliability, construing
the rehability constramt m the proper functionahst analysis of war-
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rant in terms of it leaves the analysis vulnerable to counterexamples
Thus, we would not has e an acceptable proper functionalist account
of epistemic warrant by construmg the rehability condinon in terms
of R8 rehability

Each of the points just made with respect to R8 rehability applies
mutaus mutandts to the R5, R6, and R7 versions of rehability Each
of the versions R5 through R7 leaves open the same sorts of possibil
Ines that have proved problematic for R8 Consequently, they also
can be dismissed as candidates for the sort of rehability needed for a
defensible proper functionalist account of episternic warrant

What about R4 rehability ? CM is R4 rehable if and only if ali its
ANPWs are such that most, if not ali, of the behefs it produces when
things go accordmg to design plan specificanons are true, and most,
if not ali, of those true behefs it produces are the results ot significant
T-causation Thus we don't have the problem of CM's having any
ANPWs in wluch its proper funcnon In a suitable environment pro-
duces mostly or only false behefs and/or T accidental behefs Might
this version of rehability sutfice for the proper functionahst's purpose?
There are at least two problems here

First, it is doubtful that R4 is a possible form of D-rehability The
formulanon of R4 rehability clearly precludes frota the class of CM's
ANPWs any possible worlds for CM in which the proper function of
CM In an appropnate environment does not at least usually produce
true behefs and tlus at least usually by way of significant T eausation
This is good frota an epistemic pomt of view, of course But what
accounts for the fact that CM has absolutely no ANPWs of these
sorts ? Given the R-possibdtty under destgn plan conditions of false
behef production, and the R-possibility as well of T-accidental true
behef production, that CM should have no ANPWs whatsoever ia
which it is not usually the case that CM yields T-caused true behefs
under design plan conditions stnkes me as even more counterintu-
inve than that such worlds should constitute only a mmonty of CM's
ANPWs (which was the first difficulty noted ia my consideranon of
R8 rehability above) If behef production which does not mvolve
significant T-causation is R-possible for CM when functioning prop
erly ia an appropnate environment, what is barring the other sorts of
worlds—e g , worlds ia which the operation of CM under design plan
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conchnons produces mostly T-accidental true behefs and/or mostly
false behefs—as ANPWs for CM ? What could make CM such that
non-T-caused behef formanon, though R-possible, is objectively un-
likely ? It seems likely that the R-possibility of non-T-caused behef
formation under design plan conditions opens the door to the possi-
bility of other sorts of worlds as ANPWs for CM—worlds which are
In fact precluded by R4 But, of course, that would open a Pandora's
box, for it would land us back In one of the forms R5 through R8,
and the quagmire of difficulties that we have seen to attend those I
Unless the questions raised here can be plausibly answered, I see no
reason for thinking that R4 is a viable sort of rehabihty

Another question anses because of the R-possibility presupposed
by R4 of behef formation which, though it sansfies design specifica
nons, does not mvolve significant T-causanon How can there bebe
hef formation which lacks significant T causanon if design plan con
ditions obtain and if CM is rehable ? If CM is rehable and tis design
plan calls for the mvolvement of sigmficant T causanon when it func
nons properly In a congemal cogninve environment, then how is pro
duction of either T-acctdental true behefs or false behefs R-possible
if things go as they should ?16 It is not altogether dear that such is
R-possible for a cogrunve mechanism that is rehable m a way which
is grounded in sigmficant T causanon, for in such cases of non T
caused behef production a is doubtful that both the proper funcnon
and cogrative environment conchnons are sansfied 17 Frankly, it is
not clear to me that such rehability can be achieved if behef pro-
duction is not essennally behef production involving sigmficant T
causanon when design plan conditions are sansfied in the ANPWs
of the faculty 18

Agamst this, a might be suggested that non-T-caused behef pro
duction by a rehable mechamsm is R-possible in the followmg way
Say that CM is alethically D rehable, and the design plan for CM
calls for CM to form a behef of a certain sort in the event that cer
min conditions are sansfied, Including the exemplification of a cer
tain property or set of propernes, P, by some object which is related
causally to CM's function in formmg the behef it does Let us say fur
ther that (a) tf a thing is a ti-ling of the sort CM is designed to form
beliefs about, then it has P, and (b) it is not necessanly the case that
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if a thmg exemplifies P ir is the sort of thmg CM is designed to form
behefs about However, we must add the caveat that the probability
must be high that if a thmg exemphfies P a is the sort of thing about
which CM is designed to form behefs (If it were not highly
that a thmg exemplifying P is the sort of thmg about which CM is
designed to form behefs, the environment would be sigmficantly "de
ceptwe" or "misleadmg," hence leavmg the environment condinon
for warrant unsansfied ) In such a case, CM produces a behef of the
sort ir is designed to produce because of the exemplification of P and
the causal lmk between that and CM's function when functioning as
rt ought This does not guarantee that the fruir of CM's operation
is a true behef, however, smce somethmg else might possess P, thus
causmg CM to "misfire" (in the sense of produang a false behef, not
in the sense of failmg to function properly) So, perhaps it is possible

e R possible) in this way that a cogrative faculty or mecharusm be
alethically D-rehable, yet not infailible in arcumstances that meet
design plan speaficanons If so, then ir is reasonable to assume that
T-accidental true behef production by CM under design condinons is
R-possible as well 19

However, there might be another difficulty here Even if R4 is a
viable version of rehability, it still might not gwe us what is needed
for a sansfactory proper functionalist account of warrant Consider
two examples, the first of which is by Robert Audi

Example A

Suppose that when I first visa the Smiths I have no idea that
they hal, e a photographic collection which includes very real
isnc, life-stze pictures of themselves When I approach the
door to their living room I see, just twelve feet before me,
and constituting ali I can see through the doorway, a life-size
picture of Jane, standmg faang me and smiling hke the good
hostess she is, with the background lookmg just lace the living
room's rear wall I say "he//o" before 1 get dose enough to re-
alize that I see only a photograph of her I discover that the
picture is so lifelike that this happens to everyone who knows
Jane and enters unaware of the photograph 1 might thus be
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quite justified, for a moment, ir' my behef that Jane is opposite
me As a happens, however, Jane is standmg opposite me—in
the next room, right bdund the wall on which the picture is
hung (Audi 1988, pp 103-4)

Example B

I am in my college residence hall room with my door shut
when, at about 6 00 a m, I hear sorneone sneeze eight times in
raptei succession in the hallway outside my door I know that
Ron, who lwes just two doors down, usually sneezes eight to
ten times in rapid succession at about this time as he walks
from his room to the restroorn at the end of the hall Further-
more, Ron is the only resident who usually sneezes like this,
and is usually one of only three or four residents who are up
at this early hour In fact, I've developed the habil of form-
ing a behef that Ron is in the hall each mornmg when I hear
the telltale series of sneezes Naturally, then, this morning I
assume that Ron is In the hall Now, in fact Ron is in the hall
at the time, but it is not he who has just sneezed Rather, an-
other resident, Tyler, who (unbeknownst to me) has a cold and
is also m the hall at the time, is the one who has just sneezed

Each of these examples seerns exphcable In terms of the sort of
scenano descnbed a couple of paragraphs back—i e by reference to
somethmg other than the mtended object exemplifying the charac
tensnc which ordinanly facilitates the identificanon of that object
Note that in each example, the true behef which is produced is pro-
duced in a T-accidental manner Furthermore, in neither case does
that true behef consntute knowledge Concernmg example A, Audi
comments "My behef that she is opposite me is thus true, as well as
jusnfied But I do not know that she is opposite me" (Audi, p 104)
Sundarly, m example B I do not know that Ron is in the hall, ai
though my behef that he is is true and seems reasonable under the
circumstances

Are Plantinga's conditions for epistemic warrant sansfied m these
examples ? If so, then these examples constitute counterexamples to
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the sufficiency of Plantinga's conditions If not, then these exara
pies, and examples relevantly similar to them, are irrelevant to the
issue of alethic D rehabiltty, hence pose no challenge to proper func-
nonalism There is no reason to doubt that the relevant cogninve
mecharusms are functioning properly in these cases Furthermore,
it is reasonable to take the mechamsms invoh ed as warrant-capable,
and the possible worlds envisioned in the examples as ANPWs for the
relevant mechamsms Thus, the real question is whether Plantinga's
cogninve environment condition is met in these examples

In an attempt to deal more effectively with the Gemer problem, in
more recent writings Plantinga has drawn a distinction between the
maxi-environmenr and the mini- environment of the operanon of a par
ncular cogninve mechamsm 20 The maxi-environment consists In
the more general or global features of our cogrutive environment-
e g, general charactensncs of our cogrutive environment on earth
such as the presence of light, ar, visible objects, regulannes of na-
ture, etc —and is what is in view In the design plan for a cogmtwe
mechamsm The mini-environment, on the other hand, is a more
local state of affaus and much more speafic, including "ali the rei
evant epistemic arcumstances obtaimng when tal particular behef
is formed" (Plantinga 1996, p 314) The mini-environment of the
operanon of a cognitive faculty might mclude, for example, the pres-
ence of barn facsimiles m the countryside, or the fact that a particular
thermometer is no longer workmg Plantmga maintams that in any
given case of behef formanon or mamtenance, both the maxi- and
mini-environments must be favorable if the belief is to enjoy warrant
That is, for warrant the relevant maxi-environment must be within
design plan parameters and the relevant mim-enwronment must be
such that ff can be counted on to be truth-conduave Plantmga
refers to the latter requirement as the resolution coridmon

While much more might be said about this distinction, for our
purposes ti is suffiaent to note that in ali likehhood Plantmga would
maintain that the maxi environment in each of our cases above, A
and B, is sufficiently congemal, but that the mini environment in
each case is not That is, the mini-environment in each case is such
that it cannot be counted on in the mterest of produang true behefs
The painting of Jane m example A and the presence of the sneezing
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Tyler along with the quiet Ron m the hallway in example B render
the mmi-environments unfavorable to the production of true behefs
Thus, it is doubtful that Plantinga would concede that A and B are
counterexamples to his proposed account of warrant

I am inchned to thmk that the problem in each of our cases,
A and B, is the T-accidental way m which the behef is produced
If that is the real problem, then whether or not these particular cases
countermstantiate proper functionalism, there is nevertheless an Im-
portant lesson to be learned from them To be sansfactory, the proper
functionalist conditions for epistemic warrant must not allow for
T-accidental true behefs to count as warranted behefs or knowledge
But construmg the proper functionalist's rehability constramt In
terms of R4 rehabilay leaves open this very possibility 21 The prob-
lem is that a T accidental true behef just happens to be true in the
sense that the T fact has nothing of causal significance to do with
the formation of the behef in question The subject's having such a
behef is wholly explicable without reference to the fact that makes
the behef's content true It seems doubtful that knowledge can be
behef that just happens to be true m this sense, even if that behef
is produced by the proper function of a rehable cognitive faculty m
appropnate circumstances 22

Regardless of what should be said to this last issue, it seems clear
from our previous consideranons that we have failed once again to ar-
nve at a form of rehability which can be used to give us a satisfactory
proper functionalist analysis of epistemic warrant R2 rehability-
according to which ali of CM's ANPWs are such that given the ob
taming of design plan conditions CM produces nothmg but true be
liefs, and at least most of those are T-caused—is similar enough to
R4 in the relevant respects to mhent the same difficulties In ad
dition, the possibility of R2 is suspect due to its presupposition of
the R-posslility of T-accIdental true behef producnon, but the R
impossibility of false behef production What could account for the
R-possIbility of one but not the other ? Thus, R2 also may be ruled out
as the kind of rehabtlity needed for the proper functionahst analysis

What about R3 ? CM is rehable In the sense of R3 if and only
if ali its ANPWs are such that at least most of the behefs which
it produces when functioning properly in the nght sort of environ-
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ment are true ones, and ali ot those true behefs are significantly T
caused Unfortunatelv, R3, like R2 and R4, is not clearly possible
R3 allows some degree of probabilay, albea only a small degree, of
false behef production by CM when functionmg properly m a sun-
able environment Agam, it is not clear how a cognitive faculty can
be D-reltable if It is R-possible for it to produce false behefs when
design plan condmons are sausfied The possibility of a cognitwe
faculty exemplifying R3 is even more dubious when we observe that
R3 also presupposes the R-impossibility of T-accidental true behef pro
duction when thIngs go accordmg to design plan speaficanons It is
ditficult to see how CM could produce false behefs when tuncnon
ing properly, but not true behefs that do not result from significant
T causatton

However, what if R3, contrary to my suspicion, is possible ? We
might begm by observmg that proper functionalism with a rehability
constramt construed m terms of R3 has a consequence (assummg
design speaficanons are reahzed) whIch might be considered a \, irtue,
espeaally m the light of some of our previous considerations of the
other candidate forms of D-rehability If CM is R3 rehable, ali true
behefs tt forms are T-caused There are no T-acadental true beliefs,
hence no T accidental knowledge by the proper functionalist analysis
tf the rehabality condinon is construed m terms of R3 Cetens panbus,
this gives R3 a bit of an edge over every other form of D-rehability
considered so far

Yet, it would be premature to conclude that requirement of R3
rehability would yield a sansfactory proper functionahst account of
warrant (assummg that R3 is posstble) In fact, ti is not at ali clear
that it would For one thmg, introducing a causal relation to T-facts
as a necessary condition for knowledge has possible deletenous con
sequences for proper functionalism One rmght well ask, for example,
what real epistemologicaI work the proper functionahst's condmons
are domg if T-causatton is necessary for knowledge 23

There is also a question about whether certam parts of our nor-
mal cogninve apparatus which seem dearly to be warrant-capable
and which produce eptstermcally mdependent behefs are R3 rehable
It seems Inghly unlikely that ali of our warrant-capable eptstemically
mdependent cognitive mechanisms are R3 rehable (For example,
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it seems improbable that our sense perceptual faculties would be re-
hable In such a way as to preclude the possibility of producing T-
accidental true behefs ) If it is the case that any of our faculnes for
producmg epistemically mdependent behefs are w arrant capable, yet
not R3 rehable, as seems likely, then obviously R3 rehabilay is not
necessary for original warrant after ali, and if proper functionalism
requires rehabilay of the R3 vanety for original warrant, then the
proper functionalist's conditions are too strong

Thus, R3 seems not to be adequate for the proper funcnonahst's
purposes It remains only to consider the strongest version of rehabil-
ity, R1, and see how proper functionalism fares if construed In terms
of it

If our cogninve faculty, CM, is reliable in the sense of RI, then m
any of its ANPWs, when things go according to design plan specifi
canons it produces nothmg but true behefs which are significantly T
caused 'The possibffity of RI is not questionable in the way that the
possibffity of each of the other versions of rehability (R2 through R8)
is, smce in the case of RI rehabffity there is no R-possibffity either of
T-acadental true behef production or of false behef production when
design plan condmons are realized By default, RI seems to be what
is needed for the proper funcnonahst's rehability condmon Be that
as it may, it is doubtful that the proper functionalist will be prepared
to construe the rehabffity condmon m terms of RI

First, given RI rehabffity as the kmd required for warrant nonce
that ali warranted behefs are (and must be) true behefs There can
(in the sense of R possibility) be no false behefs that enjoy a degree of
warrant sufficient for knowledge On this proposal, knowledge just
is warranted behef In fact, only true beliefs rrhay have any degree of
warrant whatsoever, whether sufficient for knowledge or not, if R1 is
required for warrant capability Recall that according to Plantinga's
proposal, degree of wanant is deteimmed by the relative firmness ot
the behef 24 Thus, to have any degree of warrant at ali, the design
plan conditions must be satisfied If RI is the sort of reliability re
quired for warrant, then there can be no false behefs that have any
degree of warrant whatsoever This is a consequence that the proper
functionalist might wish to avoid, for he or she might well regard
some false behefs as epistemtcally warranted, or at least as havmg
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some warrant (as do, I suspect, most epistemologists of other persua-
sions as well) 25

Secondly, relanve to the relevant ANPWs, any cognitive mecha-
msm that is rehable In the sense of RI is mfallible with respect to the
production of true behef,' when functioning under design plan con-
dmons Any behef produced by the proper funcnon In a congenial
cogninve environment of an RI rehable cogninve mechamsm will
mevitably be the result of sigmficant T causanon, and any T caused
behef is ipso facto true This will likely be judged to be too strong by
the proper functionalist and by most other epistemologists as well

Of course, along with this ANPW-relative infallibility comes an
other odd consequence—really the fhp side of the com, so to speak
If proper function In an appropnate environment entalis (relanve to
the relevant ANPWs) true belief production, then production of a
false behef entalis failure with respect to the proper function and/or
cogninve environment conditions—i e false behef production en-
talis either (a) cognitive malfuncnon or (b) mappropnate cogninve
environment, or both (a) and (b) Again, ti is unhkely that the proper
functionalist will find this acceptable

Thus, ti appears unhkely that the strongest form of reliability, R1,
even tf needed for proper functionahsm, and even if logically compat-
ible with proper functionahsm, will be considered sansfactory by the
proponent of proper functionalism Requirement of Ri rehability will
likely seem (to the proper funcnonahst, at least) to be an mordinately
lugh demand for epistemic warrant capability

However, and more importantly, even tf the proper functional
ist concedes that RI is required for warrant capability, it still seems
unhkely that such a requirement will yteld a sansfactory proper func-
tionalist analysis of warrant As in the case of R3, there would be
questions of (a) whether Planttnga's condmons (t e proper funcnon,
congemal cognitive environment, etc ) are really doing any episte-
mological work and (b) whether ali of our actual warrant-capable
epistemically mdependent cognitive faculties are rehable In the sense
of RI WIth respect to the former quesnon, ti seems more likely
that what ultimately accounts for warrant where ti is exemplified
is somethmg (e g, appropnate T-causation) which the obtatning of
Plantinga's conditions occasions or effectuates rather than the ob-
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tammg of those conchnons itself 26 As to the latter quesnon, suffice
It to say that a is exceedingly unhkely that ali our warrant capable
cogrunve faculues (which produce epistemically mdependent behefs)
are RI rehable

Conclusion

Out mvestiganon has failed to locate a form of rehabihty that will
supply what is needed for Plannnga's rehability condmon for war-
rant in cases of epistemtcally mdependent behefs To recapitulate, 1
have argued that T-causanon must be built mto the design plan for
a cogrunve faculty or mechamsm which produces eptstemically mde-
pendent behefs to be warrant-capable on Planunga's terms—i e to
be aleducally D rehable I dehneated elght possible ways of constru-
mg an alethic D rehability condmon whIch mcorporates T-causanon
in a sigmficant way Yet, out of those eight, none has proven sansfac-
tory for proper functionalism Seemg no other relevara alternanves
to these eight, I must conclude that the prospects for developmg a
tenable proper functionalism look rather bleak, provided of course
that such an account of epsterrlic warrant must include a rehabffity
condmon such as that sketched by Plantmga 27
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Notes

1 Alvin Plantmga, Warrant The Current Debate (Oxford Oxford University
Press, 1993) and Warrant and Proper Function (Oxford Oxford University
Press, 1993) Hereafter, I shall refer to these volumes as WCD and WPF
respecttvely
2 For the first mstances of this, see Richard Feldman (1993) and Ernest Sosa
(1993)
3 From the Greek word for truth, (xÂ. ri Oei a
4 It is in pnnople possible that a cognitive mechamsm be rehable with re
spect to truth uhile not bemg aimed at truth Such a mechantsm would be
alethically rehable only accidentally (even tf felicitously from an episterruc
potra of view) with respect to the relevant (part of the) design plan and
would not be warrant capable on Plantmga's account
5 I have argued elsewhei e that alethic D rehability is not (along wIth the
alethic aim) sufficient for warrant capability See my "Proper Functionalism,
Rehability, and Degrees of Epistemic Warrant" (Wmgard 1999)
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6 The distmcnon bemg dravvn here should not be confused with a distinc
non between epistemically (or proper/y) basic and non basic behefs
viously, behefs that get their warrant by bemg held on the evidential basis
of other warranted behefs (i e epistermcally non-basic beliefs) are epistem-
ically 	 However, not ali episterrucally dependent behefs are epis
temically non basic Although Plannnga does not use the termmology of
epistemic dependence which I am introducing here, he in effect argues that
warranted memory behefs and warranted behefs based upon testimony are
epistemically basic, yet epistemically dependent Whde such behefs are not
based upon other behefs in the subjeces noetic structure, they do depend
for their epistemic status (i e their status as epistemically warranted or
warranted) on the epistemic status of other behefs In fact, episterruc status
of a behef might be dependent on that of a behef(s) iii another subjeces
behef set In the case of a testimony based behef, the epistenuc status of
the behef of the reapient of the tesnmony is dependent upon the epistemic
status of the correspondmg behef of the bearer of that testimony
7j have discussed this matter briefly, attempting to mdicate somethmg of
what the difference comes to, at the end of "Proper Functionalism, Relia
May, and Degrees of Epistemic Warrant," p 662
8 'The last two cognitive mechamsms suggested here are purely hypothen
cal As envisioned here, such mechanisms would differ sigmficantly from
the actual cogninve endowment of human beings
9 There is a quesnon about how cogninve faculnes are to be mdividuated
This question has been raised, for mstance, m Feldman (1993), pp 42-3
and m Matthias Steup (1993, see p 106) It is not necessary here to take a
posttion on that issue
10 'The sort of causal connecnon envisioned here nught mclude not only
cases in which CM's production of a true behef is brought about m some
sigmficant sense by the behef's T fact (truth maker), but also cases In which
both the T fact and CM's production of the correspondmg true behef are
effects of a common cause What is clearly not m view here is so called
`self-fulfilling prophecy"—the soa of case in which behef actually brmgs
about the truth of tts proposmona/ content
11 Say, for example, that CM's function (ordinanly at least) is not causally
ned to T facts In the case of true behef production Usually, when true
behef is the result of the proper function of CM, the relevant T fact has
nothmg to do with the formation of the behef, nothing to do with the way
CM works to form that behef Thus, for any true proposition p which
the content of a behef produced by the proper funcnon of CM In a suaable
environment, a is not usually the case that CM produces the behef that p
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because a is the case that p 'The fact that makes p true has nothmg to do
ordmanly with CM's fomung a behef that p How could such a mechanism
be reliable' Even though it seems possible that CM be largely accurate, or
even merrant, m its behef production (that is, there is some possible world
In which this is the case), it seems highly unlikely, if not impossible, that
CM be rehable in any robust, transworld sense
12 It might be thought that for W to be an ANPW for CM it must be the
case that CM usually (rather than just occasionally) funcnons properly and
that the cogmtwe environment is at least usually (rather than just occasion
ally) suitable Otherwise, such a possible world is not sufficiently nearby I
shall refram from delving imo a consideration of this matter here, for it
seems to me not to be necessary for the purposes of the present investiga
non What does seem clearly necessary is that CM function properly, at
least sometimes, in a suitable cogrunve environment in any world which is
an ANPW for CM
13 Each of these formulations should be read in such a way that tt is under
stood that there is a relatwely high objective probability, gwen that things
go accordmg to design plan specifications, that behef formation by CM will
involve signfficant T causanon This point needs to be made because of
the relanve vagueness of the word "most" which is used in several of the
formulations
14 The kmd of possibility In view here is not merely metaphysical or broadly
logical possibility, but (more narrowly) possibility within CM s set of AN
PWs Hereafter, I shall refer to tlus sort of possibility as R possibilny, mdi
catmg that the sort of possibility In view is restncted to those worlds that
are relevant to the rehability of the cogninve faculty in question—i e the
set of ANPWs A similar designation will be used for any cases of impossi
bility or necessity restricted in dus way Otherwise, modal terms are to be
understood in the broadly logical sense
15 That is, it is improbable m the transworld sense
I'. Obviously, this question applies to ali the other versions of rehability
which I have distinguished as well, with the exception of R1
17 It seems at least likely that any non T caused behef production by an
alethically D rehable cognawe mecharusm could be explamed by reference
to cogninve malfuncnon and/or unsuitability of the cognitwe environment
James F Sennett, although not considenng the possible relation between
significant T causation and rehability, seems to suspect that Plantinga's ac
count of warrant entalis this sort of result m cases of false behef production
See Sennett (1992), p 176, n 42, where he suggests that on Plantmga's
view, "the production of any false behef could concewably be attnbuted to
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cognmve malfuncnon or envtronmental pollunon "
18 It is dearly R posstble, of course, that a warrant-capable cogrunve faculty
or module produce true behefs T acctdentally in cases In wluch thtngs do
not go accordmg to the design plan specifications relative to that faculty or
module Tlus occurs "ri Gemer type cases In which a true behef is formed
either m a cogrunve envuonment that does not meet destgn plan spectfica
ttons or by cogrunve malfuncnon In such cases, true behefs are produced
tu a way that is not only accidental vis a vis the design plan (D accidental,
we rmght say)—the kmd of accidentality Plantmga notes In such cases (cf
WPF, pp 31-7), but T-accidental as well Obvtously, such cases do not
count with respect to the issue of whether a faculty is alethically D-rehable
19 Evan Fales puts the pomt mcely "A system which is lughly rehable can
fali, if it can fali, it can also succeed where, but for luck, it would have
falled " See Fales' review of WPF tu Mmd 103 (1994), p 393
20 See Plantmga's "Respondeo" (Plannnga 1996), espeaally pages 313-29,
also lus Warranted Chnstian Belief (Plantinga 2000), pp 156-61
21 Or so it seems ou first blush, at any rate Would the resolution condition
dose the door to the possabdity of T accidental warranted true behefs ? It
not dear that Plantmga mtends that it do so If it does, Ias theory then runs
the nsk of collapsmg Imo a causal theory of some sort, tu wluch the chs-
tmcnve proper functionahst condmons do not really do the epistemological
work that he mtends nus seems to me to be a real problem for Plantmga's
view tf the resolunon condmon is to be taken tu this strong sense
22 This pomt should not be confused with the one made earher (vir,
my chscusston of the R8 brand of reltabdity) about the countenntumve sta-
tus of warranted behef which results from the proper funcnon of a faculty
whtch is reltable but which might rarely, if ever, produce behefs m a way
that mvolves sigmficant T-causation The earher potra had to do with how
a particular behef formmg mechamsm might usually, or even always, work
and the posstbility of warrant if ii works that way The present pomt has to
do with how such a mechamsm might occastonally work and the possibility
of warrant when it works in that manner That T acculentally formed behef
nught constnute knowledge is lughly quesnonable This is parncularly clear,
1 thmk, m cases of behefs that anse from perceptton and introspection In
such cases, tt seems to me that T-accuientality would prevent the exemph-
ficanon of eptstermc warrant Of course, tf the possibility of T accidentaluy
tu the formanon of true behefs is problemanc In the case of R4 reltability,
then ii will be stmilarly problemanc for R2 and R5 through R8
23 Que who thmks that false behefs can be warranted e have a sufficient
degree of warrant for knowledge) rrught reply that the proper functtonal
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ises conditions expiam how it is that false behefs can be warranted But
that does not seem sufficient here, gwen the importance which Plantinga
attaches to those conditions Furthermore, there is some question as to
whetheri Plantinga thinks it possible for false behefs to be warranted (See
note 25 below )
24 I have argued that this way of accounnng for the relanve quannty of
warrant is wholly unsansfactory in my "Proper Functionalism, Rehability,
and Degrees of Epistenuc Warrant "
25 We should note that it is not completely clear what Plantinga's position
is on the issue of whether a false behef may be episterrucally warranted In
fact, he seems to have developed some reservanons about the possibility of
a false behers being warranted James F Sennett, in a note (Modahty, Prob
abtlity, and Ranonality, p 176, n 42) reports the followmg "Planunga has
related to me m conversanon (July 1989) that he beheves a behef can only
enjoy the highest degrees of warrant tf it is true " In "Rehabilism, Analyses
and Defeaters," Phdosophy and Phenomenologlcal Research 55 (1995) 427–
64, Plantinga makes the logical pomt (p 437) that "[wle can consistently
add to my account that no false behef has a degree of warrant sufficient for
knowledge " While not a categoncal demal of the possibility of a false be
hef's having much warrant, tlus statement (in its context) is suggesnve of a
hesitance on Plantinga's part to admit such a possibilay More recently sun,
in bis "Respondeo," Plantmga clauns (p 312) that his "account isn't com-
mitted to the possibility that a false behef should have warrant sufficient
for knowledge " Furthermore, accordmg to Linda Zagzebski, "Plantinga has
said in conversation that he is not opposed to the position that warrant in
the degree sufficient for knowledge entalis truth " See her Vimes  of the Mznd
(Zagzebski 1996), p 287, n 13 (I am thankful to an anonymous referee for
tias journal for calhng this last example to my attention ) So perhaps a re
qmrement of R1 would not for this reason be troublesome to Plantmga after
ali However, we should note that even if Plantinga is rencent to admit that
a false behef nught have a degree of warrant sufficient for lcnowledge, there
is no evidence whatsoever of a similar rencence on bis part with respect
to the possibility of a false behers havmg some small degree ot warrant—a
degree that falis short of that necessary for knowledge In the case of a true
behef Yet such is unpossable tf RI is necessary for warrant capability Of
course, this raises a question about bis proposed way of accountmg for the
relative quantity of epistemic warrant But I shall resist the temptation to
probe that issue here
26 I have argued elsewhere that this is at least as hkely on the very evidence
that Plantinga adduces for the necessity of bis proposed conchtions for epis
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termc warrant See my "Is Proper Funcnon Necessary for Eptstemic War
rant?" (2000)
271 am grateful to Harvey Stegel, Rtsto Hilpmen, Ramon Lemos, Leonard
Carrier, and Aron Ethelm for helpful comments on earher verstons of tias
paper I also wish to thank Alvm Plantmga for some msightful comments
In some personal correspondence on an earher paper of mine—comments
which provided the impetus for this paper Fmally, I wish to express grat
itude for helpful comments and criticisms on the penultunate draft of tlus
paper to two anonymous referees for tfus journal


